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a b s t r a c t

This study is focused on the electrochemical performance of perovskite-type materials based on doped
LaGaO3. La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.2O3−ı (LSGM) and La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.115Co0.085O3−ı (LSGMC) were used as
electrolytes and (Pr0.7Ca0.3)0.9MnO3 (PCM) and La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3−ı (LSCM) as cathode and anode
material, respectively. LSGM and LSGMC electrolytes were prepared by tape casting with a thickness
eywords:
node
arbon deposition
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy

of about 600 �m. The performance of LSCM/LSGMC/PCM was slightly superior to that obtained on
LSCM/LSGM/PCM at different temperatures in both humidified hydrogen and ethanol steam atmospheres,
good values of power output in LSCM/LSGMC/PCM were 182 and 169 mW cm−2 using humidified hydro-
gen and ethanol steam as fuel, respectively, and oxygen as oxidant at 850 ◦C. Cell stability tests indicate
no significant degradation in performance after 60 h of cell testing when LSCM anode was exposed to
ethanol steam at 750 ◦C. Almost no carbon deposits were detected after testing in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C
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olid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) for >60 h on the LSCM ano

. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is an all solid device that converts
he chemical energy of fuel gas such as hydrogen and natural gas
o electricity through electrochemical processes. SOFC can provide
igh total efficiency when it is used in a cogeneration system and
romise clean power sources with little production of NOx and
Ox. Generally, it must be operated at high temperatures up to
000 ◦C because the Y2O3 stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) is used as the con-
entional electrolyte material and has a low ionic conductivity at
perating temperatures lower than 800 ◦C. Such high temperatures
resent significant problems for materials selection and durability,
specially for smaller scale applications. Therefore, it is desired to
evelop SOFC operating at intermediate temperatures. To reduce
he operation temperature, two approaches are under active con-
iderations as follows: one is the reduction of the thickness of
he YSZ electrolyte as thin as a few tens of micrometers [1], and
nother is the application of alternative electrolyte materials such
s La(Sr)Ga(Mg)O3−ı (LSGM) [2–4], which has a higher ionic con-

uctivity than YSZ. In addition, SOFCs require hydrogen as the fuel,
ut viable near-term applications will need to use the more readily
vailable hydrocarbons, such as methane. Therefore, it is important
or fuel cell technology to achieve efficient electrode operation with

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 21 34206249; fax: +86 21 34206249.
E-mail address: huangbo2k@hotmail.com (B. Huang).
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uggesting that carbon deposition was limited during cell operation.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

ifferent hydrocarbon fuels [5–10], although such fuels are more
emanding than pure hydrogen.

However, the best anode materials to date – Ni-YSZ (yttria-
tabilized zirconia) cermets [11] – suffer some drawbacks related to
ow tolerance to sulphur [12], volume instability on redox cycling
nd carbon deposition when using hydrocarbon fuels [13] since
i is a good catalyst for hydrocarbon cracking reaction (though
evice modifications and lower temperature operation can avoid
his [14,15]). Deposited carbon covers the active sites of the anode,
esulting in rapid, irreversible cell deactivation [16–20]. Replacing
i/YSZ cermet anodes by Ni-free oxide such as ceria, titanate and

anthanum chromite-based oxides has attracted a great attention
ecently.

The preparation and characterization of a new electrolyte mate-
ial has been reported in the literature [21] based on LSGM with
he addition of Co2+ in the B site of the perovskite structure,
.e., La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.115Co0.085O3−ı (LSGMC). Ishihara et al. [22]
eported that the cobalt doping is effective for enhancing the
xide ion conductivity at low temperature compared to LSGM.
oped LaCrO3-based materials have been extensively investigated
s interconnect material in SOFC [23]. LaCrO3-based oxide such as
LaSr)CrO3 has shown very low activity towards carbon deposition

24]. Catalytic activity of LaCrO3 for methane oxidation can also
e substantially enhanced by partial substitution at A- and B-sites.
feir et al. [25,26] studied the thermodynamic stability and the cat-
lytic activity of (La,A)(Cr,B)O3 system (A = Ca, Sr and B = Mg, Mn,
e, Co, Ni) as alternative anode materials under simulated SOFC

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:huangbo2k@hotmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.09.068
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(LSGMC) with PCM, in a 1:1 (wt.%) ratio, were ground in an
agate mortar and fired at several temperatures for 10 h. Images
of the interface layer LSGM (LSGMC)/LSCM before and after SOFC
single cell operation were analyzed using Field emission scan-
ning electron microscope (FE-SEM, PHILIPS 515, Holland) equipped
0 B. Huang et al. / Journal of P

peration conditions. Thermodynamically, Sr and Mn substitution
aintains the stability of the perovskite while other substitutes

estabilize the system. Recently, Tao and Irvine [27,28] reported
romising results of La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) as anode for
OFC. LSCM is a p-type conductor with conductivity of ∼38 S cm−1

n air and 1.5 S cm−1 in 5%H2 at 900 ◦C. The electrode polarization
esistance for the oxidation reactions in wet CH4 and H2 at 900 ◦C
as 0.85 � cm2 and 0.26 � cm2, respectively. The performances are

onsidered to be compatible to the Ni/YSZ cermet anodes.
Given the promising properties of Co-doped LSGM (LSGMC)

lectrolytes for the development of reduced-temperature SOFCs, in
his work we continued our previous work on solid-state synthesis
f dense LSGM electrolyte matrix [29] and present the electrochem-
cal characterization of LSGMC electrolytes prepared by solid-state
eaction method. LSGM and LSGMC were tested as electrolyte
sing (Pr0.7Ca0.3)0.9MnO3 (PCM) and La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3−ı

LSCM) as cathode and anode, respectively. The fabrication and per-
ormance of electrolyte-supported system LSCM/LSGM/PCM and
SCM/LSGMC/PCM were investigated to assess their feasibility as
lternative anode material for ethanol oxidation reactions for SOFC.

. Experimental

.1. Synthesis of electrode and electrolyte

The composition of LSCM anode was chosen as
a0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3−ı (LSCM) [27,28]. La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5
n0.5O3−ı anode material was prepared using a combustion syn-

hesis technique based on stoichiometric amounts of lanthanum
itrate (La(NO3)3·6H2O), strontium nitrate (Sr(NO3)2), chromium
itrate (Cr(NO3)3·9H2O) and manganese nitrate (Mn(NO3)2) and
itric acid (C6H8O7·H2O). Details of the preparation method can be
ound elsewhere [29]. The final sintering was achieved at 1200 ◦C
or 5 h in air.

La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.2O3−ı (LSGM) and La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.115
o0.085O3−ı (LSGMC) used as the electrolytes were prepared from
toichiometric amounts of La2O3 (>99.99% purity), SrCO3 (>99.9%
urity), Ga2O3 (>99.99% purity), MgO (>99.9% purity) and CoO
>99.9% purity) by traditional solid-state reaction method. Before
eighing, La2O3 was heat-treated at 1000 ◦C for over 3 h in order

o achieve decarbonation and dehydration. The powders were inti-
ately mixed in an agate mortar with the aid of absolute alcohol

or 24 h and then calcined at 950 ◦C for 10 h. The calcined powders
ere ground using agate mortar and pestle and ball-milled in abso-

ute alcohol for another 24 h. The resulting fine powders were dried
nd uniaxially pressed into dense pellet (99% of theoretical density)
nd then sintered at 1500 ◦C for 6 h in air.

.2. Preparation of LSGM (LSGMC) electrolyte matrix

The procedure for obtaining LSGM (LSGMC) electrolyte matrix
y tape casting comprised the preparation of a slurry containing
SGM or LSGMC powder, azeotropic mixture of butanone and ethyl
lcohol absolute as solvent; triethanolamine as a kind of zwit-
erionic dispersant to reduce the interfacial tension between the
urface of the particle and the liquid; polyethylene glycol (PEG 200)
s plasticizer to increase the flexibility of the tapes; and poly-vinyl-
utyl (PVB) as binder to provide their strength after the evaporation
f the solvent. The PVB binder was supplied as a free flowing fine-
rained powder and the PEG plasticizer was obtained in a liquid

orm. All the organic additives were supplied by Shanghai Chem.
td., China. Intermediate ball-milling steps are used for the prepa-
ation of the tapes. After the mixing and the homogenization of
he slurry were completed, the slurry was degassed using a vac-
um pump (pressure: 200 mbar absolute) and cast on a casting

F
p
1
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urface of polyethylene film by a “doctor-blade” method. The cast
apes were allowed to dry at room temperature for 48 h. After
he solvent in the tapes was completely evaporated, the LSGM or
SGMC green tapes were obtained. They were then sintered in air
t 1500 ◦C for 6 h. Thus a disk-shaped electrolyte substrate, having
diameter of about 3.0 cm, a thickness of about 600 �m, was then
roduced.

.3. Materials characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with a Philips
’Pert Pro diffractometer equipped with a primary monochromator

Cu K� radiation) and a Philips X’Celerator detector for the struc-
ural characterization of the specimens. The scans were performed
n the 2� range 20–90◦ at the scanning speed of 4◦ min−1. Fur-
her XRD studies were also carried out to investigate the chemical
ompatibility of LSGM or LSGMC with LSCM and PCM mate-
ials. Powder mixtures of LSGM(LSGMC) with LSCM and LSGM
ig. 1. XRD patterns of LSGM (a), LSCM (b), and LSGM + LSCM at the following tem-
eratures: room temperature (c), 1000 ◦C (d), 1100 ◦C (e), 1200 ◦C (f), 1300 ◦C (g),
400 ◦C (h) (A) and magnification in the 2� range 65–80◦ (B).
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ith an X-ray analyzer for energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
EDS).

.4. Characterization of single cell performance

Single cell tests were carried out on a three-electrode arrange-
ent using 20 mm diameter LSGM (LSGMC) pellets (600 �m thick)

s electrolyte, PCM as cathode material, and LSCM as anode mate-
ial. PCM was painted onto the electrolyte LSGM (LSGMC) (surface
f � (0.7 cm)2 = 1.5386 cm2) and fired at 1200 ◦C for 3 h. The anode
as prepared by coating a layer of LSCM slurry, using PVB as binder,
nto the other side of electrolyte by screen-printing method and
hen firing at 1200 ◦C for 3 h in air. Experimental techniques, appa-
atus and the electrochemical cell assembly for SOFC tests have
een described previously [29]. A Pt mesh and lead wire were

ttached to the surface of the cathode using a Pt ink, followed
y sintered at 950 ◦C for 0.5 h. On the anode side, a Au mesh and
ead wire were used as the current collector and were attached
sing a Au ink applied to the edges of the Au mesh, followed by
intering at 850 ◦C for 0.5 h. The anode side of the structure was

ig. 2. XRD patterns of LSGM (a), PCM (b), and LSGM + PCM at the following tem-
eratures: room temperature (c), 1100 ◦C (d), 1200 ◦C (e), 1250 ◦C (f), 1300 ◦C (g),
400 ◦C (h) (A) and magnification in the 2� range 65–80◦ (B).
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hen attached to an alumina tube using Au ink and the edges were
ealed using a ceramic adhesive. All the anodes were evaluated with
he same testing procedure. Hydrogen or gasified ethanol–water

ixture (with volume ratio 2:1) were used as fuel and oxygen
as used as oxidant. The fuel and oxidant flow rate were all con-

rolled at 25 mL min−1, and the liquid fuel was vaporized by water
ath (70 ◦C) and then brought into the anode surface by nitrogen.
he current–voltage curves and electrochemical impedance spec-
roscopy (EIS) were obtained using an Electrochemical Workstation
M6e (Zahner, GmbH, Germany). These measurements were started
fter stabilized under a constant discharge voltage of 0.7 V for 4 h
n order to obtain a sufficiently stabilized system necessary for a
ell testing experiment. Then the current was switched off and
he impedance spectra of the electrochemical cell were recorded
nder open circuit from time to time with amplitude of 20 mV
ver the frequency range 0.02 Hz to 100 kHz. The measurement
as carried out in the temperature range of 700–850 ◦C in steps
f 50 ◦C. The ohmic resistance of the electrolyte, the cathode and
he anode (R�)was estimated from the high frequency intercept of

he impedance curves and the overall electrode polarization (inter-
ace) resistance (RE) was directly measured from the differences
etween the low and high frequency intercepts on the impedance
urves.

ig. 3. XRD patterns of LSGMC (a), LSCM (b), and LSGMC + LSCM at the following
emperatures: room temperature (c), 1100 ◦C (d), 1200 ◦C (e), 1300 ◦C (f), 1400 ◦C (g)
A) and magnification in the 2� range 65–80◦ (B).
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. Results and discussion

.1. Chemical compatibility study

The XRD patterns of the binary-mixed-systems LSGM/LSCM,
SGM/PCM and LSGMC/LSCM, LSGMC/PCM at different tempera-
ure are shown in Figs. 1–4. No additional diffraction peaks were
ound after firing mixtures of LSGM/LSCM and LSGM/PCM in the air
or 10 h, between room temperature and 1200 ◦C indicating a good
hemical compatibility at intermediate temperature (≤800 ◦C).
evertheless, certain reactivity could be observed between LSGM
nd LSCM at 1300 ◦C, between LSGM and PCM above 1250 ◦C,
etween LSGMC and LSCM at 1200 ◦C and between LSGMC and
CM above 1200 ◦C. No reaction was observed for the LSGM/LSCM
ystem at 1000–1200 ◦C. Du and Sammes [30] reported that no
nteractions were detected from XRD data in their experiments of
abrication of bilayer samples of LSGM and LSCM at 1500 ◦C for
h. However, they found severe reactions in samples after 6 h and

ver at 1500 ◦C, forming low conductive phases. They used energy-
ispersive spectrometry (EDS) analysis to find reaction-diffusion
ones in the range 50–150 �m. Nevertheless, they indicate from
heir overall results that LSCM is a thermomechanically and chem-

ig. 4. XRD patterns of LSGMC (a), PCM (b), and LSGMC + PCM at the following tem-
eratures: room temperature (c), 1100 ◦C (d), 1200 ◦C (e), 1250 ◦C (f), 1300 ◦C (g) (A)
nd magnification in the 2� range 45–50◦ (B).
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cally compatible anode material with LSGM electrolyte at the fuel
ell operating temperatures and fuel cell fabrication conditions (at
500 ◦C for 2 h). In this work, LSCM material had been applied to
he electrolyte LSGM at 1200 ◦C for 3 h, and LSGM and LSCM did not
how apparently remarkable signs of reaction in fired compacted
owder. These results indicate that LSCM is a thermomechanically
nd chemically compatible anode material with LSGM electrolyte
t the fuel cell operating temperatures and fuel cell fabrication
onditions (at 1200 ◦C for 3 h). However, the XRD pattern of the
ixture LSGM/LSCM at 1300 ◦C for 10 h, Fig. 1(g), showed a reac-

ion which becomes stronger at 1400 ◦C, Fig. 1(h). The XRD pattern
f the mixture LSGMC/LSCM at 1200 ◦C for 10 h, Fig. 3(e), did not
how apparently remarkable signs of reaction in fired compacted
owder, indicating that LSCM is also a thermomechanically and
hemically compatible anode material with LSGMC electrolyte at
he fuel cell operating temperatures and fuel cell fabrication con-
itions (at 1200 ◦C for 3 h). The interaction between LSGMC/LSCM
as not been studied further and more studies are necessary. In the
CM/LSGM(LSGMC) case, the PCM cathode material fired at 1200 ◦C
nto LSGM(LSGMC) did not show obvious signs of reaction.
.2. Fuel cell tests

.2.1. Current–voltage measurements
Figs. 5 and 6 show typical voltage and power density vs. cur-

ent density for a SOFC with the electrolyte-supported system

ig. 5. Voltage and power density vs. current density for a SOFC with the electrolyte-
upported system LSCM/LSGM/PCM at different temperature using humidified
ydrogen (a) or ethanol steam (b) as fuel and oxygen as oxidant: (©, )850 ◦C;
�, ) 800 ◦C; (�, )750 ◦C.
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Fig. 6. Voltage and power density vs. current density for a SOFC with the electrolyte-
supported system LSCM/LSGMC/PCM at different temperature using humidified
h
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ydrogen (a) or ethanol steam (b) as fuel and oxygen as oxidant: (©, )850 ◦C;
�, ) 800 ◦C; (�, )750 ◦C.

SCM/LSGM(LSGMC)/PCM while running on humidified hydrogen
a) and ethanol steam (b) at 850 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C, respec-
ively. We could see that the open circuit voltages (OCV) of the
ell LSCM/LSGM/PCM for H2 and C2H5OH steam were respectively
.146–1.165 V and 1.164–1.176VV in the temperature range, whereas
he corresponding values were 1.086–1.108 V and 1.106–1.125 V for
he cell LSCM/LSGMC/PCM. It revealed the electrolyte was dense
nough that resulted in higher values of OCV. The performance of
he cell LSCM/LSGM/PCM while operating on humidified hydro-
en was modest with a maximum power density of 165 mW cm−2,
9 mW cm−2 and 62 mW cm−2 at 850 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C, respec-
ively, and whereas the corresponding values were 182 mW cm−2,
25 mW cm−2 and 80 mW cm−2 for the cell LSCM/LSGMC/PCM.
he highest power density of the cell LSCM/LSGM/PCM while
perating on ethanol steam was 160 mW cm−2, 101 mW cm−2

nd 58 mW cm−2 at 850 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C, respectively. The
ounterpart of the cell LSCM/LSGMC/PCM while operating on
thanol steam was 169 mW cm−2, 120 mW cm−2 and 68 mW cm−2

t 850 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C, respectively. The data show that the
erformance of the cell LSCM/LSGMC/PCM is slightly superior to

hat of the cell LSCM/LSGM/PCM. Taking into consideration the
hickness of the electrolyte (600 �m) and the LSCM anode (65 �m),
e have obtained feasible performance about the electrolyte-

upported system LSCM/LSGM(LSGMC)/PCM while running on
umidified hydrogen and ethanol steam at different temperature.

T
s
s
L
6

ig. 7. Electrochemical impedance spectra for a SOFC with the electrolyte-supported
ystem LSCM/LSGM/PCM at different temperature using humidified hydrogen (a) or
thanol steam (b) as fuel and oxygen as oxidant under open circuit.

ext work is to decrease the thickness of the electrolyte and the
SCM anode in order to improve the cell performance.

.2.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) study
Figs. 7 and 8 show a comparison of typical EIS results, from cell

ith the electrolyte-supported system LSCM/LSGM(LSGMC)/PCM
hile running on humidified hydrogen (a) and ethanol steam (b)
nder open circuit at different temperature, respectively, associ-
ted with the V–I curves in Figs. 5 and 6. As could be expected
hrough examination of Figs. 7 and 8, the cells exhibit less
otal impedance (R� + RE) in humidified hydrogen than that in
thanol steam at different temperature, and the LSCM/LSGMC/PCM
ell exhibits less total impedance than that obtained on the
SCM/LSGM/PCM cell, which are in good agreement with the
esults shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

As to the microstructure, Fig. 9 shows the FE-SEM micro-
raph of the LSCM thick film (65 �m) sintered at 1200 ◦C for 3 h.
he microstructure obtained is very promising, a highly porous

tructure made of sintered perovskite-structure particles. Fig. 10
hows the FE-SEM micrograph of the interface LSGM/LSCM (a) and
SGMC/LSCM (b) after fuel cell test in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C for
0 h, respectively. In general, the distribution of the grains in the
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at 750 C for >60 h on the LSCM anodes under conditions in the
ig. 8. Electrochemical impedance spectra for a SOFC with the electrolyte-
upported system LSCM/LSGMC/PCM at different temperature using humidified
ydrogen (a) or ethanol steam (b) as fuel and oxygen as oxidant under open circuit.
node material is fairly homogeneous with an average grain size
f 2 �m. Dense microstructures were observed also for LSGM and
SGMC pellets sintered in air, thus confirming that all samples
xhibited a high density and a negligible amount of residual poros-

p
i
r
a

Fig. 10. FE-SEM micrograph of the interface LSGM/LSCM (a) and LSGM
Fig. 9. FE-SEM micrograph of the LSCM thick film sintered at 1200 ◦C for 3 h.

ty. Moreover, the loss of adherence and partial grain agglomeration
f LSCM material after fuel cell test shown in Fig. 10, is possibly
ther reasons for the lower electrochemical performance respect
SCM material-based systems. Microstructure and adherence of the
CM cathode also seem good (Fig. 11(a) and (b)). Therefore, in order
o achieve comparable performances of the electrolyte-supported
ell LSCM/LSGM(LSGMC)/PCM at 750 ◦C, further work will be done
o reduce the thickness of LSCM anode film and electrolyte layer
nd improve the adherence between the anode and the electrolyte.

.3. Cell stability tests

The stabilization and degradation of the electrolyte-supported
ell LSCM/LSGM/PCM and LSCM/LSGMC/PCM were also investi-
ated in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C during the measurements. We
ecorded the curve of power density as a function of time for the
ell operating on ethanol steam at 750 ◦C, shown in Fig. 12. We can
nd that the performance of the cell almost kept constant with a

ittle augment of power density with time in the period of 60 h. In
ne case, the cell was operated for >60 h in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C,
efore the test was stopped with the cell still running well. Almost
o carbon deposits were detected after testing in ethanol steam

◦

resent study, suggesting that carbon deposition was limited dur-
ng cell operation. Thus the cracking of ethanol is not likely the main
eaction path on the LSCM anodes. Tao et al. investigated the cat-
lytic activity of LSCM for methane oxidation and they concluded

C/LSCM (b) after fuel cell test in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C for 60 h.
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Fig. 11. FE-SEM micrograph of the interface LSGM/PCM (a) and LSGMC/PCM (b) after fuel cell test in ethanol steam at 750 ◦C for 60 h.
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ig. 12. Power density of a SOFC with the electrolyte-supported system LSCM/LSGM
t 750 ◦C during the aging process.

hat LSCM was a complete oxidation catalyst rather than a partial
xidation catalyst in methane oxidation as CO2 dominates CO pro-
uction [31]. Therefore, more work is required to do to study the
teps and mechanism of ethanol oxidation by analyzing the com-
onents of the fuel effluent and improve performance of the cell
unning on ethanol fuel.

. Conclusions

The electrochemical performance of LSCM/LSGM/PCM and
SCM/LSGMC/PCM cells were investigated in this study at differ-
nt temperatures using humidified hydrogen or ethanol steam as
uels and oxygen as oxidant. The performance of LSCM/LSGMC/PCM
as slightly superior to that obtained on LSCM/LSGM/PCM at differ-

nt temperatures in both humidified hydrogen and ethanol steam
tmospheres. The performance of the cell LSCM/LSGMC/PCM while
perating on humidified hydrogen was modest with a maximum
ower density of 182 mW cm−2, 125 mW cm−2 and 80 mW cm−2 at
50 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C, respectively, the corresponding values
or the cell while operating on ethanol steam were 169 mW cm−2,

20 mW cm−2 and 68 mW cm−2 with an electrolyte thickness of
bout 600 �m. Cell stability tests indicated no significant degra-
ation in performance after 60 h of cell testing when LSCM anode
as exposed to ethanol steam at 750 ◦C, suggesting that carbon
eposition was limited during cell operation.

[
[
[
[
[
[

(a) and LSCM/LSGMC/PCM (b) using ethanol steam as fuel and oxygen as oxidant
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